Supply Of Girls In Boston Almost Unlimited

Trick Is Knowing How And When To Meet Them

By Phil Dryden '53
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To the Class of '52:

Don't doubt you have already heard word of Field Day and the freshmen-sophomore rivalry. Simply because you got this near the end of the freshman year.

For the first six weeks or so of school there is virtually open warfare between freshmen and sophomores, and, because of their better organization and superior knowledge, the sophomores usually get the better of it. Being left unscrupulous may seem a bit harsh, but there is some sense to these strange alliances.

After a few weeks of dissipation, the freshmen begin to feel themselves into some sort of a team.

Typical pre-Field Day scene on campus as ophs catch an unwary frosh, and display him at his leisure.

The pre-Field Day riots simply bring the freshmen these pre-season and prepare them for the coming Field Day events.

After weeks of raids, riots, and any escapades, the freshmen-sophomore rivalry reaches its peak with Field Day, which will come this year on October 31. For Field Day, the freshmen and sophomores meet on the athletic field to decide supremacy. For the first year the Field Day events will include crew, swimming, football, track, a tug-of-war, and the glow fight.

The Glow Fight, final event of Field Day, needs a little explaining.

For the first six weeks or so of school there is virtually open warfare between freshmen and sophomores, and, because of their better organization and superior knowledge, the sophomores usually get the better of it. Being left unscrupulous may seem a bit harsh, but there is some sense to these strange alliances.

After a few weeks of dissipation, the freshmen begin to feel themselves into some sort of a team.

Typical pre-Field Day scene on campus as ophs catch an unwary frosh, and display him at his leisure.

The glow fight is customarily open between the freshmen and sophomores. Until 1923 this night was known as Tech Night, a night when the student body met to make merry, usually at a local theater, restaurant, or a party. A gang fight was a customary part of the proceedings, and festivities usually ended with a parade through the streets of Boston or Cambridge. It brought to an end when complaints roused over the loud

Field Day, as a traditionally annual event at the Institute, is now a substantial business, a team sport. The frosh begin to knit themselves together into some sort of a team.

The freshmen were given possession of the athletic field to decide supremacy. For the first six weeks or so of school there is virtually open warfare between freshmen and sophomores, and, because of their better organization and superior knowledge, the sophomores usually get the better of it. Being left unscrupulous may seem a bit harsh, but there is some sense to these strange alliances.

After a few weeks of dissipation, the freshmen begin to feel themselves into some sort of a team.
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Typical pre-Field Day scene on campus as ophs catch an unwary frosh, and display him at his leisure.
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